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Abstract. Data security is one of the most important sciences nowadays. There is a huge amount of data 

transferred over the internet each moment and this data should be secured. Steganography is a type 

data security techniques that is used to hide the secret message into a cover object. Image 

steganography is the technique that hides an image in another image. This paper proposed a technique 

that depends on Lower-Upper (LU) decomposition. In the proposed technique LU decomposition is 

applied for both cover and secret images. The proposed method was tested using some gray and color 

images. The proposed technique achieved high results with reference to Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

(PSNR), Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM), and Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC). The 

PSNR for the cover image is ranging from 36 to 44 dB. The similarity between the secret image and the 

extracted image is 100% and the NCC is 1. 
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Information security is an important science nowadays. There are multiple techniques to keep data and 

information secure over the internet such as cryptography, steganography, and 

watermarking.  Steganography is the art of hiding messages in which the messages are hidden behind a 

cover file. The cover file may be audio, image or video. The objective of steganography is to hide the 

secret message in the cover file in such a way that no other one can notice the existence of the hidden 

secret message. Thus the main components of any steganography algorithm are the cover object and the 

secret object which are combined to produce the stego-object. 

Both steganography and watermarking are using the same algorithms to hide objects, the difference 

between steganography and watermarking is the purpose of hiding. Watermarking uses hiding 

techniques to keep the copyright or ownership rights of digital content secured. Steganography keeps 

the secret data secured for different purposes. 

Images are one of the most used objects in social media applications, such as Facebook, Instagram, 

Pinterest, …etc. So images can be used as cover objects to conceal secret data. Digital images consist of 

pixels. The value of the pixel represents the intensity or gray-value of the image element at that 

location. 

There are four important properties for any steganography technique, which are imperceptibility, hiding 

capacity, robustness, and security. First, the imperceptibility is the probability for the Human Visual 

System (HVS) to detect that there is something invisible in the cover object. The second one is ‘Hiding 

capacity’, i. e., how much data could be embedded in the cover object. ‘Robustness’ is the third 

property or concern. This is about the robustness of the steganography technique against problems or 

distortions that occurs during transmission or compression. The last one is ‘Security’. This means that 

the algorithm and the key used in hiding should be kept secret [1]. 

Steganography algorithms process the image on its spatial-domain or in frequency-domain. In the 

spatial domain, the algorithm inserts the secret message in the pixels directly. The least Significant Bit 

(LSB) techniques are the most widely used in the spatial-domain techniques. LSB techniques insert the 

binary message in the least significant bits of the image pixels. This is a simple technique but the 

imperceptibility is low, so some techniques combine the LSB algorithm with other algorithms to 

enhance the imperceptibility of the steganography technique.  

Transform domain-techniques deals with the cover image after being transformed to another domain.  

 

Discrete  Wavelet  Transform  (DWT) [2], Discrete  Fourier  Transform  (DFT)[3],  Discrete  Cosine 

Transform (DCT) [4], Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT)[5],  Discrete Curvelet  Transform (DCVT) [6], 

and Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) [7] are all types of transforms that can be used in transform-

domain techniques.   DCT, DWT, and SWT are the most widely used for steganography. DCT provides 

greater security but the data embedding capacity is less than spatial domain techniques. DWT 

techniques provide better performance in terms of embedding capacity and robustness [8]. 

Recent steganography algorithms also used different types of matrix decomposition to enhance the 

robustness of the steganography algorithms. There are different types of matrix decomposition 

techniques, such as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), QR factorization, Lower-Upper (LU) 

factorization, and Schur decomposition. These techniques are used along with transform-domain 

techniques to enhance the algorithm. 

In this paper, a new image steganography algorithm is suggested. The algorithm depends on LU 

factorization to hide a grayscale image in a color image. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows; section 2 is a review of some image steganography 

techniques. Section 3- presents the proposed method and algorithms in detail. Section 4, contains the 

performance criteria and results. Section 5- concludes the paper.  

 

2. Related work 

 

This is a review section for some image hiding algorithms. Most of the recent algorithms combine 

transform-domain techniques with matrix decomposition techniques to provide more hiding capacity, 

robustness, and security. 

Vinayagam et al. [9] proposed a watermarking algorithm that hides a watermark image in a host image. 

The algorithm combined QR decomposition and the LSB technique. The cover image was decomposed 

into blocks and QR decomposition was applied. The QR matrices were then embedded in the LSB of 

image pixels. The proposed algorithm greatly improved both tamper localization accuracy and the 

PSNR of the self-recovered images. 

Rawat and Bhandari [10] proposed another algorithm for hiding an image in another image using the 

enhanced LSB technique. The enhanced technique depended on hiding in the 24-bit color image instead 

of the ordinary LSB technique that used an 8-bit color image. The Most Significant Bits (MSB) of the 

secret image was embedded in the LSB of the cover image. Experimental results were measured using 

PSNR and Mean Squared Error (MSE) and showed that the stego-image is visually indistinguishable 

from the original cover image in the case of 24 bits. 

In [11], Kamaldeep et al. proposed a method of image hiding, which hid the information in a selected 

pixel and on the next value of the selected pixel. A mathematical function was applied on the 7
th

 bit of 

the pixels, that generated a temporary variable (pixel + 1). The 7
th

 bit of the selected pixel and the 7
th

 bit 

of pixel + 1 were used for hiding and extracting information. The performance of the method was 

checked using PSNR and MSE and then compared to other proposed techniques. This proposed image 

steganography showed interesting, promising results when compared to other existing techniques. 

Combining spatial and frequency domains Gulve and Joshi [12] proposed to use the spatial-domain 

based techniques to embed the secret message in the frequency-domain. The cover image is transformed 

to the wavelet domain using IWT. Then the secret information was embedded in the wavelet 

coefficients using Pixel Value Differencing (PVD) approach. The PSNR values of the algorithm were 

near to 39.5 which are good and above the threshold of 36 dB after using the full hiding capacity of the 

cover image. This proved that the stego-images were of good visual quality. Results also showed that 

the human visual system (HVS) cannot distinguish between the cover image and stego-image.  

Using another frequency domain Bhattacharjee and Bandyopadhyay [13] proposed a new image 

steganography algorithm. First, a pre-processing was applied to the secret image using XOR and 

shifting operation. Then, a DCT was applied to get the frequency-domain components. At last, the data 

was embedded within the DCT matrix. This algorithm showed very good results in visual analysis and 

numerical analysis also i.e. calculation of PSNR and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM). 

 Kadhim et al. [14] proposed another image steganography algorithm, which used canny edge detection 

and divided the cover image into blocks. The Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT) was 

then applied. The secret image/message was converted to binary and embedded in wavelet coefficients. 

Experimental results showed that the stego-image achieved good PSNR. 

Most of the previously discussed methods achieved good performance in terms of PSNR. But the 

steganography is still an important open issue; there is a need for more enhancements in the 
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imperceptibility, robustness, and security of the steganography algorithms. This proposed method aims 

at providing a steganography algorithm with high imperceptibility in terms of PSNR, SSIM, and NCC. 

 

3. Proposed method 

 

The proposed method depends on matrix factorization techniques to hide an image within another 

image. The cover image is decomposed using LU decomposition. The same matrix decomposition is 

applied to the secret image and both matrices are embedded using a scaling factor. Inverse 

multiplication is applied to produce a stego-image. This is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure. 1: Block diagram for the proposed algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

3.1. LU factorization 

 

LU factorization is a matrix factorization technique which calculates a matrix as the product of two 

matrices. The first one is a lower triangular matrix with ones on the main diagonal and the second 

matrix is an upper triangular matrix. LU decomposes an     non-singular square matrix  into a 

product of matrices   ,   as [15]:  

                                                                                                                                         (2) 

3.2. Embedding process 

 

Algorithm 1 shows the embedding process steps. 
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Algorithm 1: Embedding process: 

1- Read the cover image    

2- Apply matrix decomposition  

                                                                                                                                (3) 

3- Read the secret image    

4- Apply same matrix decomposition 

                                                                                                                                 (4) 

 

5- Embed both matrices 

                                                                                                                        (5) 

6- Produce the stego-image 

                                                                                                                                    (6) 

3.3. Extraction process 

 

Algorithm 2 shows the extraction process steps. 

Algorithm 2: Extraction process 

1- Read the stego-image    
2- Apply matrix decomposition 

                                                                                                                                    (7) 

 

3- Extract the embedded matrix 

                                                           
         

     
                                                                 (8) 

4- Output the secret image 

                                                                                                                                (9) 

     

4. Results and discussion 

 

4.1. Performance criteria 

1- Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

The visual performance of the stego-video and the secret image is measured using PSNR [16]. 

Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) [16] and Normalized Cross-Correlation [17]. PSNR 

calculates the ratio between two images. It depends on the Mean Square Error (MSE) in calculations. 

The MSE is computed as:  

                                                       S  
1

xy
∑ ∑ [  i.j -  i j ]

 y-1

j  

x-1

i   .                                                 (10) 

The PSNR is computed as: 

                                                                 (
    

 

   
) .                                                              (11) 

where     is the maximum possible pixel value of the image, image M is        matrix and N is its 

noisy approximation.  

 

2- Structural Similarity Index 

The SSIM measures the similarity between two images. It is calculated as: 

                                                       SS   x y   
(  x y+ c1)(  xy+ c )

( x
 +  y

 + c1)( x
 +  y

 + c )
  .                                                  (12) 
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where   and   are two windows of common size,   is the average of  ,    is the average of  ,   

  is the 

variance of  ,   
  is the variance of   and     is the covariance of   and  . 

 

3- Normalized Cross-Correlation 

The NCC calculates the cross-correlation based on the size of the images [18]. Then, it calculates the 

local sums by pre-computing running sums. It uses local sums to normalize the cross-correlation to 

produce correlation coefficients. The output matrix is holding the correlation coefficients, which can 

range between −1.0 and 1.0. NCC is defined as [17]: 

                                                                      
∑ ∑                 

   
 
   

∑ ∑           
   

 
   

                                                          

The NCC is more robust under uniform illumination changes. The value of NCC close to 1.0 represents 

the perfect visual quality of the stego-image. 

4.2. Qualitative results 

The proposed algorithm is tested using different color and grayscale images. The size of the cover and 

secret images are the same. Figure 2 shows the result of hiding image using LU factorization. The size 

of the images is 256 256 and the value of       is 0.01. 

 

   
(a)                                        (b) 

   
(c)                                  (d) 

Figure. 2: Comparison between the original cover image and stego-image using LU factorization 

(a) and (c) the original cover images, (b) and (d) the stego-images. 
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As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the human visual system cannot distinguish between the original cover 

images and the stego-images using the LU decomposition technique. Figures 3- display the extracted 

secret images using LU decomposition.  

  

  
(a)                                               (b)                                         (c) 

Figure. 3: The extracted secret images using LU factorization 

(a) Logo (b) Lena (c) Clock images. 

 

 

4.3. Quantitative results 

Table 1 shows the performance of the proposed algorithm using LU factorization for different cover and 

secret images. The performance is measured using PSNR for the cover image and SSIM and NCC for 

the secret image.  

 

Table. 1: Performance of the algorithm using LU factorization 

Cover image+ Secret image Cover PSNR Secret image SSIM 
Secret image NCC 

Moon + logo 36.8 1 
1 

Moon + lena 40.3 1 
1 

Moon + clock 37.5 1 
1 

House + logo 42.5 1 
1 

House + lena 42.88 1 
1 

House + clock 44.09 1 
1 

As shown in Table 1 the imperceptibility of the algorithm is very high as the cover PSNR is ranging 

from 36 to 44 dB. The secret image similarity and NCC is 1 which means that the secret image 

extracted without any distortion.  

 

4- Conclusion 

With rapid growth for multimedia over the internet, computer networks are subjected to different types 

of attacks. Data should be hidden to keep it secure. Steganography is the art of hiding data. In 

steganography, the data is hidden in a cover object. The proposed technique is an image steganography 
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technique, which hides an image in another image. The technique depends on matrix decomposition 

techniques to hides the secret image. Two types of matrix decomposition are used and compared QR 

decomposition and LU decomposition. The performance of the algorithm is measured using PSNR, 

SSIM and NCC. The PSNR of the cover image is ranging from 36 to 44 dB. The similarity between 

secret and extracted image is 100% and the NCC is 1.  
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